TO DEVELOP A NEW CANCER DRUG

$1.8B
>10 YEARS
Low Success Ratio

STAGE 01
Drug Discovery

10,000 Compounds

STAGE 02
Pre-clinical development

250 Compounds

STAGE 03
Clinical development

5 Compounds

0 Effect on body
I Safety in humans
II Effectiveness at treating disease

III Larger scale safety and effectiveness
IV Long term safety

Regulatory approval

1 Compound

3 - 5 Years
5 - 7 Years
2 - 3 Years
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AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM FOR BIOMARKERS, DRUG DEVELOPMENT AND PERSONALIZED MEDICINE

TARGET / LIST OF GENES

DRUG / COMPOUND

MOLECULAR PATIENT PROFILE

WE PROVIDE SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS & SCIENTIFIC CONSULTANCY

Data Mining

Machine Learning

Deep Learning

Analysis

INCREASE THE SUCCESS RATIO

IDENTIFY AND VALIDATE NOVEL TARGETS

REPURPOSING A DRUG

PERSONALIZED MEDICINE